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IUE OBSERVATIONSOF TWO LATE TYPE STARS BX MON (M4 + pec) AND
TV GEM (MI lab)
A.G. Michalitsianos
R.W. Hobbs
Laboratoryfor Astronomy and Solar Physics
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt,MD
M. Kafatos
Departmentof Physics
George Mason University
Fairfax, Virginia
ABSTRACT
IUE observationsof two late type stars BX Mon and TV Gem have been
obtained that reveal the emission propertiesin the ultravioletof subluminous companions. Analysis of the continuum emissionobserved from
BX Mon suggests the companion,is a middle A III _tar. High excitation
emission lines observed between 1200 A and 2000 A (C IV, Si Ill], C IIIl )
that generallydo not typify emission observed in either late M type
variablesor A type stars are also detected. It is suggestedthat these
strong high-excitationlines arise in a large volume of gas heated by
non-radiationprocessesthat could be the result of tidal interactionand
mass exchange in the binary system. In contrast to stars such as BX Mon
that are observed in the visible to have emission lines superimposedon the
strong absorptionof the M giant_ the luminousMI supergiantTV Gem shows
unexpected intenseUV continuumthroughoutthe sensitivityrange of IUE.
The UV spectrum of TV Gem is characterizedby intensecontinuumwith broad
absorptionfeatures detected in the short wavelengthrange. Our analysis
shows that the companioncould be a B9 or A1 Ill-IV star, although a fully
self-consistentmodel includingthe observed color index has as yet not been
fully developed. Alternate suggestionsare presentedfor explainingthe UV
continuum in terms of an accretiondisk in associationwith TV Gem.
INTRODUCTION
IUE observationsof two late type giants BX Mon (M4 + pec) and TV Gem
(M1 lab) were obtained that reveal strong emission continuum. BX Mon was
selected for IUE observationsbecause earlier ground-basedspectra obtained
by Minkowski showed broad emission in H_, H_, and H: that are superimposed
on a strong absorptionspectrum1. As such, the visible spectrum suggests
the presence of a hot companionthat is not sufficientlyluminousto dominate the integratedlight of the binary system. Following the observations
of Minkowski further work by other observerswas not pursued, leavingonly
sparse referencesin the literaturethat collectivelyindicatethis star
could possibly be an intense source of ultravioletemission, and possibly a
symbiotic system. Our UV observations,however, indicatethat the companion
is most likely a middle A luminosityIII-IV star. The general appearanceof
the UV spectrum from BX Mon is not representativeof UV spectrum observed in
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classic symbiotics,which suggests that BX Mon most likely does not undergo
tidal interactionor mass exchange with its companion to the same extent as
currentlyenvisagedfor symbioticstars. This follpws becaus_ the ultraviolet spectrum in the long wavelengthrange (2000 A to 3200 A) is dominated
by blackbodyemission continuumthat can be explainedby an A main sequence
star, and accordingly,does not typify the generalmodels presentlyconsidered for symbioticstars that have as companionswhite dwarfs or central
stars of planetary nebulae. However, the high excitationlines in emission
that are observed suggest a large volume of gas is present that is not
heated by photo-excitationprocesses.
On the other hand, the detectionof strong ultravioletcontinuumfrom
TV Gem is unexpectedbecause earlierground-basedspectral classification
observationssuggest this star is only a normal M type supergiant3,4 .
Similarly,photometricobservationsof TV Gem5,6 do not show a blue excess
in the continuum,which is a result consistentwith earlier spectral data
obtained from ground-basedobservations.
Low dispersionUV spectra obtained in both short and long wavelength
cameras show strong continuum throughoutthe IUE spectral range. The
continuum is for the most part featurelesswith the exceptionof a number of
broad absorptionfeatures in the short wavelengthspectrum. These features
might be identifiedwith Si, A1 and Fe absorptionfound in early B or A
luminosityII-III stars7. However, a fully self-consistentmodel that
explains our UV spectra and earlier ground-basedphotometricobservationsof
TV Gem has as yet not been fully developed. We discuss the details concerning our observationsand analysisof both stars in the sections that
follow.
BX Mon: Observationsand Analysis
Mayall8 determinedthe intrinsiclight period of BX Mon --H.V. I0446
of 1380 days; that designatesthis star as the longest recorded intrinsic
variable. It is listed in the Catalogueof Emission Line Stars of
Bidelmanl. IUE obserxationsof BX Mon were obtained on 31 August 1979 in
low dispersion(-. 6 A spectral resolution)using 60 minute exposures in
both the short and long wavelengthcameras and the large (lO" x 20")
entrance aperture of the IUE spectrometer. The FES white lightmonitor
obtained a visual magnitude_,ll,which places the luminosityof the primary
star near maximum light at the time of these observations. The observed
extremes in mv are II to 13 magnitudes
8. IUE spectra in high dispersion
are not possible owing to the unreasonablylong exposuresrequired to
achieve adequatesignal-to-noise.
The short wavelength_spectralr_nge exhibits both continuum and line
emissipn. Between 120pA ands2000A the spectrum is characterizedbY 0 I
(1302A), C IV (1548, A 1550 A), Si III] (1892 A) and C Ill] (1906A)
emission (Figure l). The absolute line fluxes measured for the strongest
emission lines are shown in Table l, and were obtained usingthe data
reduction routines in FORTH developedby Drs. Klingle}mithand F_hey at
NASA/GSFC. The long wavelengthspectral range (2000 A to 32000 A) is
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generallydominated by the continuumpf the hot companion. The absorption
feature at 2800 A due to Mg II (2800 A) is found typically in 8000 K to
lO,O00 K A type main sequence stars12.
The continuumof the hot companion in the long wavelengthrange was
found to be best approximatedby line blanketedcontinuummodels that
correspondto A type luminosityclass Ill stars around 9000 K9. As such,
we adopt an A4 or A5 III star as the companion to BX Mon. From the observed
continuumdistributionwith blanketing,we deduce an EB.v~+O.25 for the
interstellarabsorptionll. A lower limit of distance can be approximated
if we suppose that the A type companion has a visual magnitude sufficiently
less than the primary at minimum so that it does not dominate the integrated
light of the system. Accordingly,as an upper limit we assume mv >-14,
whose correspondingabsolutemagnitudeMV from Allen (ref. 12) is MV =
+2.5, appropriatefor an A4 type III star. A lower limit of distance
d _1400 pc is obtained assumingthese conditions.
The high-excitationlines emission observed in the 1200 X and 2000
range are, however,more difficultto explain in terms of emission from
either
an M4
or A main
It1550
is unlikelythat
the high
excitation line
emission
suchsequence
as C IV star.
(1548 X,
A)is explainedby
a late
A
type star because the appearanceof such lines is inconsistentwith UV
spectra of AI V to A7 IV-V stars obtained by OAO-212. Analysis of
Ca II K line core emission in A1 V to A7 IV-V stars suggests also that
chromosphericemission is minimal for these spectral types"°. Chromospheric emissionfrom the cool M4 giant atmosphereis also unlikely because
IUE spectra obtained of late type M variablesand Mira variablesand even M
supergiantssuggest only a warm chromosphere(TchromosDhere~10,000 K) is
present±,,lo; that is not sufficientlyionizingto produce the observed
line emission.
It is likely that mass loss commonly associatedwith late type
M stars16 forms a circumstellarshell around the binary system. Photoexcitation and recombinationprocessesare not appropriatehere for exciting
circumstellarmaterial becausemiddle A type main sequence stars cannot
provide sufficientUV ionizing photons in the circumstellarenvelope volume
(r _1015 cm) to explain the observed excitation. As such, invoking a form
of mechanicalheating through shock waves, tidal interactionor possibly
strong stellar magnetic fields provides speculativeideas for model development. More spectra in the visual, UV are required to develop a general
model that encompassesall aspectsof emission from this interestingobject.
UV Observationsof TV Gen = HD42475
IUE observationsof TV Gem were obtained in low dispersionusing 10 minute
exposures in both short and long wavelengthcameras on November 25, 1979.
Observationswere repeated in the same manner on January 16, 1980, with
essentiallysimilar results. The spectrum is characterizedby strong
continuumthat is devoid of emission lines but which has broad absorption
features in the short wavelengthspectral rangeo(Figureo2).The absorptions
featuresobs_rved are centered at 1400 A, 1540 A, 1604 A. The low resolution of _-6 A makes precise identificationof these absorptionfeatures
P
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difficult.
The feature centered around 1400 _ is possibly explained by the
presence ofoSi IV lines that appear blended in low dispersion
spectra.
3i IV 1400 A absorption would typify middle B type main sequence stars 17
as we have found by examining low resolution
spectra from OAO-2 of early
standard stars.
The features identified
in Figure 2 persist even if the
spectra from different
observing dates are averaged together,
supporting the
view that these features are real and not detector noise.
Broad features,
centered at 1540 _ and 1604 _, that are _ x_ 40 _ and
x_20 _ in width, respectively,
are Also observed.
The feature at 1604
is possibly explained as Fe III (1601 A, 1611 A, UVlIS) or AI III (1600 1612 A) observed in early 0 and B stars.
Generally, B5 to B7 V stars
exhibit
weak absorption due _o Si IV and C IVI7.
As seen here the
features at 1400 A and 1604 AoWOUldbe consistent with this interpretation.
However, the feature at 1540 A cannot be attributed
to C IV because its
measured wavelength (even in low resolution)
is tpo far r_moved from the
rest wavelengths of the resonance doublets (1548 A, 1550 A).
It could,
however, be possibly attributed
to Fe III.
Observations that were kindly made available
to us by Dr. J.B. Oke using
the multi-channel
scanner of the 200-inch telescope confirms the _xistence
of large excess continuum in the near UV between 3500 A and 3200 A. The
visible
spectrum is characterized
by normal MI or MO type I supergiant
emission in which TiO bands dominate the absorption.
Early spectral classification
work has classified
TV Gem as a normal MI supergiant.
Emission in
the hydrogen lines, ionized and neutral species are not observed 22,
although^this
star is noteworthy for having particularly
weak Ca II H and K
emission _z .
Comparing the general properties
of the UV continuum in the short
wavelength range with OAO-2 spectra of standard early type stars, we find
that the continuum might be explained if the companion is a B9 - A1 (Ill-IV)
star.
An 0 or B supergiant is immediately ruled out because such a star
would be sufficiently
luminous that earlier
spectral classification
observations 20, 21 would have detected its presence.
On the other extreme, a
bright white dwarf or central star of a planetary nebula is also ruled out
because the expected UV continuum flux based on stellar
parameters 12 would
be_102 times less than observed for a star at 1400 pc.
Based on the adopted distance to TV Gem, a B9 Ill-IV
star would have an
apparent magnitude uncorrected for absorption mV : 10.35 (absorption
correctedmV = 9.15), and correspondingabsolutemagnitude MV = -2.8 and
bolometricmagnitudeMboI = 3.4. Similarly,an A1 Ill - IV type would
have mV = 9.8 uncorrectedfor absorption(absorptioncorrectedmv =
-2.8) and Mbol = -3.1.
If we postulate the existenceof a B9 or AI III- IV type star the difference in apparentmagnitude between the two stars is 2 to 3 magnitudes.
Although the MI supergiantis brighter than a B9 or A1 star by approximately
3 magnitudes, one would expect that some level of flux contributionto the
photometriccolor of the MI be made by an early companion,especiallyin the
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blue band. For TV GemB-V = +2.3023 and B-V = +2.2524 , that is consistent with typical
photometric colors of normal M1 supergiants.
For
comparison an MI supergiant similar to TV Gemsuch a_Sco
(MI lab + B), but
known to have an early companion, has a B-V : +1.82 L,.
The difference
in
magnitudes between primary and secondary in _Sco is _M _ 4. Accordingly,
the B-V color index of TV Gemdoes not indicate an abnormally high level of
blue continuum but in fact suggests a color typical
of only a cool star,
even though the estimated magnitude difference
between primary and secondary
is_M_3.
The B-V in TV Gemshould in fact be even smaller than that
measured for _Sco on the basis of this analysis.
An observational
test to determine if in fact an early companion is
associated with TV Gemwould consist of a UBV monitoring program. TV Gem
has a variable designation SRc and as such has irregular
excursions in
luminosity
that occur on timescales of 182 days. If the companion is
assumed to have constant brightness,
the B-V color index of TV Gem should
become smaller as the M supergiant approaches minimum light.
If a correlation
is established
between color and brightness in the manner described
here, this would argue in favor of the presence of an early companion star.
An alternative
explanation of our IUE data might be found if we consider
the presence of a high energy source in close proximity
to the extended
envelope of the MI supergiant.
If F_or
even F_a_-l, then Fv_u-2.
This frequency dependence is similar to the properties
of the high energy
spectrum ±n soft X-rays observed in well known X-ray sources.
Emission
from an accretion disc onto a compact object may thus explain the strong
UV continuum.
This interpretation
immediately explains the general absence
of blue excess in the spectrum of TV Gemand an absence of strong or weak
emission lines.
As such, an accretion disk could form from the material
exchanged from the extended envelope of the primary that falls on a condensed
object that would heat infalling
material to temperatures in the 106 K range.
Observations in the visual,
UV and X-rays are required to further discern
the properties
of the companion to TV Gem.
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Figure1
IUE low dispersionspectrumof BX Mon obtainedusingthe I0" x 20" entrance
aperture. Exposuresof 60 minuteswere used in both long and short
wavelength
cameras. Continuumand absorptionfeaturesin the LWR range
are explainedby a middleA main sequencestar. High excitationemission
linesdominatethe shortwavelengthrange.
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Figure 2
UV spectrum of TV Gem between 1200X and 3200X obtained in low dispersion
using lO minute exposures. Continuum dereddened (dashed line) by applying
an E_
= +0.40 to the observed continuum. The error bars denote the
uncertainty of the dereddened continuum if we consider the extreme
uncertainty of the measured continuum level.
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